
Under the web-address https://www.process-informatik.de are product specific
documentations or software-driver/-tools available to download.

If you have questions or suggestions about the product, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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Im Gewerbegebiet 1

DE-73116 Wäschenbeuren
+49 (0) 7172-92666-0
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QR-Code Website:Menutree Website:
+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Accessories
+ Antennas / Accessories

+ Connection-cable for beam/sector antenna

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



PD-interface of the S5-PLC already occupied

Your PD-interface of the S5-PLC is already occupied with a panel and you should
accomplish program modifications without removing the panel? No problem, connect the
Multiplexer one-time to the PLC and then connect the panel and also your PC to the
Multiplexer. Now you can work parallel with the PLC without the need of affecting the
operation of the panel. You can even work with 2 programming devices simultaneously,
2x open the same block, only changes which are stored at last will be finally stored in the
PLC. Also ideal for trainings purposes if PLC's with IO´s are scare goods.
 The 24V-version is ideal for control-cabinet-installation due to the smaller footprint. A
universal multiplexer no matter what you connect at the two PG-sockets, both participants
communicate parallel with the control.

Data logging

Cyclic data logging or data logging on occasion is realisable. The log data will be
transmitted e.g. once a day via e-mail.
 Special data logger functions can be implemented on request and are not part of the basis
functions.



No direct connected LAN-client required

You have some LAN-clients and want to communicate via WLAN with them? No
problem, you connect ALF to a switch and you are able to communicate with all this
clients. You dont need a direct connect client.

Worldwide remote-access thanks to our own cloud

Worldwide remote-maintenance without additional costs thanks to our own cloud
 Your devices connect to your own cloud, no matter where they are in the world. Only
your devices are in your own private cloud, no one else has access to the cloud. In
addition, you can provide each device with its own connection-password, so that the
individual systems are protected despite the private cloud.
 No registration on any portals, no hidden additional costs, your devices in your own
cloud are always accessible.
 This is how remote maintenance/remote access is fun.



Relaycontacts 230VAC/16A directly over WIFI/LAN

Switch with the EtherSens Control with relay-output easily and directly over LAN or
WIFI up to 230VAC/16A, switchable over web-browser, TCP/IP-protocol or
PLC-controlled. At the same time you monitor the switching-states on the optional
SD-card or on the FTP server.

Set time in PLC controls

Do you need the exact time in the system/control, for example for
production-documentation? Or summer/winter-time changeover, everyone is still familiar
with this catchphrase. Always in March and October the problem of the time-change on
the PLCs of your system(s). S5/S7-TimeServer receives the time via GPS-data and then
sets this directly in the S7-controllers (where possible) or in all controllers in a defined
data-block. In this way, these controllers can get the time/date from it and process it. At
the same time, S5/S7-TimeServer can also work as an NTP-server in your network.


